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1.

Introduction and Background

Introduction
1.1.

This is a Non-Technical Summary of the Environmental Statement that accompanies a planning
application submitted by E&JW Glendinning Ltd for Improvements to Caton Cross, a junction on
the A38 near Ashburton. The application site lies in Teignbridge District, but is adjacent to the
boundary of the Dartmoor National Park.

1.2.

The Environmental Statement (ES) consists of:
1) The main volume, together with technical reports in the appendices which draws together
design, engineering and environmental information about the proposals and describes the need
for the improvements, describes alternatives and assesses the effectiveness of mitigation
measures in reducing adverse potential impacts and enhancing the benefits.
2) This Non-Technical Summary (NTS).

1.3.

Copies of all documents comprising the planning application are available via a website:
(www.linhayhillquarryextension.co.uk) or can be obtained from the applicant’s agents:
Atkins Ltd, The Octagon, Pynes Hill Court, Rydon Lane Exeter, EX2 5AZ. Tel 01392 352900
email info@linhayhillquarryextension.co.uk

1.4.

The Environmental Statement with appendices is available on compact disc for £5. The
Environmental Statement (ES) is available printed for £30. The appendices are only available on
compact disc. Copies of all documents comprising the application can be viewed at the offices of
Teignbridge District Council, Forde House, Brunel Road, Newton Abbot, TQ12 4XX.

Background to the proposals
1.5.

The improvements are required in connection with the proposed extension of Linhay Hill Quarry,
which is the subject of a separate planning application submitted to Dartmoor National Park
Authority in June 2016, this is referred to as the ‘Main Application’. The quarry extension proposals
in the Main Application include the closure and removal of a length of Alston Lane which runs
between the existing quarry and the proposed quarry extension area, together with closure of the
Alston junction on the Exeter bound carriageway of the A38.

1.6.

As a result of this closure, southbound traffic is anticipated to divert to other routes in the area, with
a small volume possibly using Caton Lane and Caton Cross to reach the A38. This junction is part
of the diverge taper for Goodstone Cross, so the quarry extension proposals include for a Traffic
Restriction Order on Caton Lane to reduce the potential for additional traffic movements as a result
of closure of Alston Lane. However Highways England (HE) did not think that this addressed the
concern sufficiently, and requested that further consideration be given to an ‘engineering solution’
to resolve the issue.

1.7.

The proposed improvement to the Caton off-slip lane is the result of this further consideration and
have emerged following consultations with HE, Devon County Highways, Teignbridge District
Council, Dartmoor National Park Authority and others.

1.8.

The proposed improvements to Caton Cross are illustrated in the drawings in Appendix 1, and are
described further in Chapter 2.
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2.

The Proposals

The site and surroundings
2.1.

The local highway network in the vicinity of Linhay Hill Quarry, including Caton Cross, is shown in
Figure 2.1 below.

Figure 2.1 Local Highway Network in vicinity of Linhay Hill Quarry
2.2.

The proposed improvements seek to widen the existing off-slip lane to provide a dedicated off-slip
lane for Caton traffic in advance of the Goodstone off-slip, with the two separated by road markings
extending from the island at Caton Cross.

2.3.

The red line defining the extent of the application site includes the full extent of the improvement
works, a construction area within the near side lane of the A38 highway to the south west of the
junction, plus an area of highway verge for shrub planting to replace the undergrowth that needs
to be cleared for the improvements. To the east there is a separate area for replacement tree
planting and further shrub planting. The total area enclosed by the red line is 800m2 (0.8ha).

2.4.

This length of the Exeter-bound carriageway of the A38 is in a shallow cutting extending from a
bus stop south west of Caton Cross. The depth of the cutting gradually increases from zero at the
southern end of the bus stop to 2.5m at Caton Junction. A line of trees, mostly sycamore, runs
along the top of the cutting for approx. 300m.

2.5.

Caton Cross is situated just under 2km to the north east of Ashburton, and about 675m from the
quarry. The nearest dwellings to the works are Underway and Caton House within Caton on the
north side of the A38, and Homeleigh on the south side of the A38.

2.6.

To the north beyond Caton House and Underway, are the other houses in Caton, a small hamlet
accessed from Caton Lane, which runs northwards from Caton Cross. To the south, on the other
side of the A38, there are further houses beyond Homeleigh together with a storage facility in a
disused quarry about 180m distance away. Further houses are situated at Goodstone, which is
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about 340m to the east. Parkers Farm caravan site is about 300m from the closest part of the
application site (the construction area) and about 500m from the main part of the works.
2.7.

Other land in the vicinity of the works is agricultural. The boundary of the Dartmoor National Park
runs along the northern extent of highway land alongside the A38.

Description of the proposed works
2.8.

The proposed improvement works to Caton Cross seek to provide a nearside auxiliary lane,
approx. 120m in length for Caton Cross, while separating the turning to Caton Cross from the off
slip for Goodstone Cross with hatching on the road surface. Separate road marking arrows will be
provided on the surface of the A38 for the Caton off-slip and Goodstone off-slip to show the
separate junction turnings, supplemented with appropriate signage. Pedestrian/cyclist visibility
westwards at the junction is 120m. Vehicle visibility for emerging vehicles is 215m. The
carriageway for the Caton off slip will be surfaced in high PSV material to improve grip.

2.9.

Minimising the impact on existing trees and vegetation has been given a high priority in the design
of the works and further losses have been avoided by careful attention to ground levels and by the
use of Cellweb or similar product and porous surfacing.

2.10.

Two trees and about 150m 2 of undergrowth will need to be removed, and other trees may need to
be trimmed. The proposals include replacement tree and shrub planting to compensate for the lost
trees and undergrowth and to provide enhancement for wildlife. This is shown in a landscape
planting plan which is included in Appendix 1.

Construction and Phasing
2.11.

Construction works are anticipated to take approximately 4 months and will be carefully managed
to minimise disruption to Caton Lane. It is envisaged that Caton Lane will be able to remain open
for the majority of the construction contract with possible night time closures as appropriate to
further minimise disruption. The local residents will be informed in advance.

2.12.

The proposed quarry extension in the Main Application has been divided into a number of stages
of which Stage 0 comprises all the preliminary works that need to take place before the quarry
extension can commence. The improvements to Caton Cross will be part of Stage 0. Therefore the
improvements will be in place before Alston Lane and Alston junction on the A38 are closed and
removed in Stage 1a. Thus, the improvements are anticipated to take place in year 1 or 2 from the
commencement of Stage 0 of the quarry extension development.

2.13.

Subsequently, overburden bunding will take place in the field immediately to the north of this stretch
of the A38. Stage 1a bund, which will take place a year after stage 0, will be the closest bund to
the proposed construction area and shrub planting. The nearest bund to the improvement works
will be during stage 1b of the quarry extension. This will be in year 10, depending on the rate of
extraction. Following their construction, each bund will be landscaped and planted as woodland
using native hardwood tree and shrub species appropriate to the area.
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3.

Need and Alternatives

Introduction
3.1.

This chapter sets out the need for the project together with a description of the main alternatives
considered and the reasons for the choice of the preferred option.

Need
3.2.

The need for the improvement to Caton Junction can be sub divided into three aspects:
•

reference to Highways England’s requirements for the improvements to the junction itself,

•

reference to the need for the extension to the quarry,

•

and reference for the need for the extension to require the removal of Alston Lane, which has
prompted the alterations to the local highway network.

Highways England’s Requirements
3.3.

As explained above at para 1.4, the improvements to Caton Cross are being put forward in
response to Highways England’s (HE) consultation response to the Main Planning Application to
extend Linhay Hill Quarry, involving closure of Alston Lane.

3.4.

The main concern with the current configuration at Caton Cross arises from two aspects:
•

Firstly additional northbound traffic turning into Caton Lane that would otherwise have
turned off the A38 at Alston Cross. The concern arises because the current road layout
means there is no way of knowing when a motorist indicating left and exiting the A38 at the
Goodstone off-slip is turning into Caton Lane or continuing along the off-slip resulting in a
risk that a following vehicle might run into the vehicle in front if it slows more than expected
to make the turn into Caton Lane.

•

The second concern is the limited available space on exit from the A38 into Caton Lane
that only allows the passage of a single vehicle. HE considered that any increase in
vehicles north or southbound could result in an increased risk of vehicles from the A38
entering Caton Lane meeting vehicles travelling in the opposite direction, and if this occurs
at the junction this could result in vehicles queueing or reversing back onto the A38 beyond
the existing slip road.

3.5.

In discussions with HE, it was agreed that the best way to address these concerns was to provide
a longer off-slip lane for Caton Cross separate from the slip road for Goodstone Cross, which would
differentiate traffic turning off the A38 at Caton Lane from traffic turning off at Goodstone, and also
provide space for traffic travelling in opposite directions to be accommodated within the Caton
Cross junction to avoid the possibility of traffic reversing onto the A38.

3.6.

The proposals being put forward provide this separate longer off-slip lane designed in accordance
with DMRB requirements and hence address the need to remove the holding objection by meeting
HE’s requirements.

3.7.

It is important to understand that the applicants intend to retain the original mitigation proposal in
the main application for a Traffic Regulation Order (TRO) and associated signage strategy to be
introduced on Caton Lane. The improvements to Caton Cross will be additional mitigation.

Need for the extension to Linhay Hill Quarry
3.8.

The ‘needs’ that will be met by the extension are:
•

The supply of aggregates and other construction products. The government places high
importance on ensuring that there is a ‘Steady and adequate supply of aggregates’ for the
construction industry to provide the infrastructure and buildings that the country needs. The
quarry has sufficient reserves for it to operate viably for only a further 8 years from the end of
2017 at current rates of extraction. The quarry produces about a quarter of the limestone sold
in Devon. Limestone compromises 90% of all crushed rock aggregates sold in Devon. Linhay
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Hill Quarry limestone is recognised in the DNPA Design Guide as a source of indigenous
material for construction projects in the National Park.

3.9.

•

Direct employment, upstream and downstream contributions to the economy. The
quarry is the cornerstone of a local family business which provides 240 jobs, and with further
knock-on benefits through spending on supplies to the quarry and use of the quarry products
in development elsewhere and further spending by employees – the multiplier effect supports
a further 180 indirect jobs making 420 jobs in total. Recent annual payments of Business Rates
locally amount to more than £300,000 and payments to National Government to some £17
million. In terms of turnover the Company represents around 5.8% of the Dartmoor economy
and so is one of the most significant firms operating in the National Park 1.

•

Competition: The other three quarries in Devon that produce limestone are all owned by the
same global international company so the loss of production from Linhay Hill Quarry would
jeopardise competitiveness in the aggregates market, with undesirable impacts on Devon’s
authorities and the construction industry. The NPPF states that in undertaking their planning
for future supply for aggregates Mineral Planning Authorities should ensure that competition
is not stifled2.

•

Use of natural resources. If the extension does not go ahead the underlying limestone will
be sterilised when the existing quarry is worked out and becomes flooded, because the cost
of pumping out the flooded void and installing new processing plant for the quarry to reopen
will be prohibitive. The proposals allow extraction of additional limestone in the existing quarry
as well as from the extension area.

•

Other local community benefits. Glendinning is an active and constructive member of the
local community, and supports many good causes locally. The proposals incorporate flood
attenuation basins to reduce flood risk downstream in Ashburton, widening Balland Lane and
the coach turning circle at SDCC to allow coaches to turn left as they leave the College instead
of travelling back along the lower part of Balland Lane, and a range of opportunities to extend
public access in the surrounding area. Glendinning’s ongoing support for local good causes
will be formalised into a Community Fund.

If the extension is refused, the quarry will only be able to operate at its current rate of production
for a further 8 years. Thus, all these benefits that the quarry activity provides in the local economy
and in the wider area would taper off and cease at some point in the future as the company would
be forced to close down under the ‘Do Nothing scenario’.

Need for the quarry extension to require removal of Alston Lane
3.10.

The quarry extension necessitates the removal of Alston lane because the lane lies along the northeast edge of the existing quarry, between it and the extension area. The quarry cannot extend in
any other direction because north westwards the underlying rock is shale; south westwards is
towards the built-up part of Ashburton, and south eastwards is the A38. There is insufficient width
of limestone deposit to quarry south of the A38, because the angle of the bedding planes dictates
that a wide safety margin must be provided to support the A38. In view of the narrow width of
deposit, the Company does not own any land south of the A38.

3.11.

The Main ES describes the implications of retaining Alston Lane, and tunnelling under it as an
alternative to removing it. This would reduce the amount of limestone that the extension could yield
by some 46%. The cost of constructing the tunnel would also be very high, estimated approximately
£10,000 per linear metre3, approx. £2.5M in all (assuming a tunnel of 250m in length). There would
also be significant operational complications in extracting enough material in the extension area
first to a sufficient depth to ensure that the tunnel could connect through on the level. This option
therefore was discounted due to excessive cost and safety considerations.

3.12.

The loss of Alston Lane is proposed to be principally mitigated by creation of a new lane linking the
higher part of Alston Lane with Balland Lane, approximately following the route of an existing farm
track which runs to the north west of the quarry. In addition, a narrow length of Balland Lane running

See figures in National Parks England, Valuing England’s National Parks (2013), Appendix 1 Table A1.19 as referred to
in the Main ES at Para 5.55
2 See NPPF para 145.
3 Client calculations and industry advice
1
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from the point where this new lane meets it to the lower entrance to the quarry is proposed to be
widened.

Alternatives
3.13.

A range of options have been considered in the design of the proposed improvements. The key
variables were the length of the separate off slip, the shape of the island, and the forward visibility
distances for traffic turning into Caton Lane. Further refinements were undertaken to the design as
a result of a Stage 1 Road Safety Audit.

3.14.

The preferred option which emerged minimised the number of trees and undergrowth that needed
to be removed, and avoided the need for excavation of the cutting by raising the pedestrian
viewpoint at the southern side of the junction to provide pedestrian visibility.
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4.

Effects on the Environment

Introduction
4.1.

In line with industry best practice, a series of studies has been commissioned into the environmental
aspects of the proposed quarry extension. This has included surveys undertaken specifically for the ES
and reference to surveys undertaken in the preparation of the Main ES.

4.2.

The findings have informed and shaped the proposals to ensure they minimise the impact on people,
wildlife, the landscape and other environmental factors.

4.3.

The following effects have been considered:-

4.4.

•

Traffic and Access

•

Noise and Vibration

•

Landscape and Visual effects

•

Ecology

•

Drainage and Flood Risk

•

Land Stability

•

Heritage

•

Dust

•

Cumulative Impacts.

The assessments have considered effects during construction of the improvement works and afterwards
– referred to as the ‘Operation Phase’. In addition the assessments consider whether there are any
cumulative effects with the relevant environmental effects of the Linhay Hill Quarry Extension proposals.
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5.

Effects on Traffic and Access

5.1.

The ES for the main application considered the diversion of traffic that would result from the closure
of Alston Cross. It concluded that traffic would be unlikely to divert to Caton Lane (northbound) due
to the availability of alternative shorter and quicker routes. However, HE considered that traffic may
not be aware of the alternative routes and would naturally use Caton Lane (northbound) as the
next available left turn opportunity following the closure of Alston Cross.

5.2.

The proposed slip-road improvements are suggested in order to allay HE’s concerns about the
possibility of exacerbating existing issues associated with the layout of the junction.

5.3.

The provision of a nearside auxiliary lane for Caton Lane is expected to result in a moderate safety
benefit for users of Caton Cross, including those on the A38 and Caton Lane. It will allay the
concerns expressed by HE regarding the current inability for road users to distinguish whether
vehicles indicating to turn left are turning towards Caton Lane or towards Goodstone Cross. It will
also reduce the potential for vehicles to queue back on to the A38 from Caton Lane.

5.4.

The provision of a nearside auxiliary lane will similarly lead to moderate benefits in terms of driver
stress by removing the confusion associated with those indicating to turn left as is the case in with
the existing layout.

5.5.

The improved access to Caton Lane could result in additional traffic using the route, as there may
be drivers that would otherwise have avoided the route due to the poor existing layout of Caton
Cross. The volume of potential additional traffic is likely to be low due to the availability of shorter
or quicker routes for through traffic and the unattractiveness of Caton Lane. Nonetheless, a
potential slight dis-benefit for traffic has been identified in the absence of mitigation. Following the
introduction of mitigation, in the form of a signage strategy and a Traffic Regulation Order (TRO)
making Caton Lane access only, the traffic impact as a result of the improvement proposals is
considered negligible.

5.6.

The TRO is suggested as an additional measure in the Main Application to reinforce the
unattractiveness of Caton Lane as an alternative route. It is understood that compliance with the
TRO may not be continually enforced. The introduction of a TRO will remove Caton Lane as a valid
through route from journey planning software, such as sat navs, once the mapping is updated.
Furthermore, a proportion of the general public will follow the rules of a TRO regardless of whether
they are continually enforced.

5.7.

The alterations at Caton Cross are expected to result in a negligible change for pedestrians, cyclists
and equestrian users, including in terms of community severance. Any change in traffic flow at the
junction would be minimal. The refuge island at the junction will also be improved which is currently
of poor quality. Pedestrians and cyclists and equestrians will also benefit from clearer knowledge
as to whether vehicles are indicating to turn left to Caton Lane or to Goodstone Cross.

5.8.

The proposed alterations are expected to result in no change for public transport, whilst there will
be no change / negligible change in driver delay and the impact on a driver’s view from the road
will be negligible.

5.9.

The construction of the proposed slip-road improvement is expected to have a moderate temporary
dis-benefit due to the required traffic management and closures during construction. Because of
the temporary duration of the construction phase, the overall construction effect of the proposals
is considered to be of minor significance.

5.10.

In terms of cumulative effects, the improvement works arise directly from the quarry extension
proposals as a mitigation measure to address a potential effect of the closure of Alston Lane, which
is required for the quarry extension to proceed.

5.11.

The construction of the improvement works will be programmed to take place before any alterations
to the existing highway network elsewhere are implemented, so there will not be any cumulative
impact with the extension proposals during construction.

5.12.

In the operational phase, the implementation of slip road improvements will not have any
cumulative effect in terms of Caton Lane traffic; driver delay; walking, cycling or equestrian traffic;
public transport; or user amenity as all these effects are assessed as negligible. There will be a
cumulative beneficial effect on driver safety for the extension proposals as a result of the slip road
improvements, and also on driver stress.
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6.

Noise Assessment

6.1.

There is potential for elevated noise and vibration levels during the construction phase of the
proposed development, notably during the required site preparation and road surfacing; however,
the impact of these activities will be small scale, localised, temporary in nature and of limited
duration (e.g. approximately 3 - 4 months), and appropriately managed to minimise any impacts.

6.2.

The proposed scheme will only generate a low volume of associated construction traffic, which is
anticipated to be not significant within the context of existing traffic flows on the local road network,
and will be both temporary and of limited duration. Any potential associated noise and vibration
levels will again be appropriately manged to minimise any associated nuisance.

6.3.

The closest element of the quarry extension proposals will be the access road to Alston Farm,
which is more than 500m from the nearest sensitive receptors, which is too far to make any
difference to the above assessments.

6.4.

Following completion of the improvement works and the closure of Alston Lane, Caton Lane will
experience an estimated maximum of 31 additional vehicles so total traffic flows will remain low in
comparison with the flows on the adjacent A38; as such traffic noise from the A38 will remain the
dominant noise source for the assessed properties.

6.5.

Following closure of Alston Lane, the small number of additional vehicles predicted to use Caton
Lane is insufficient to affect overall operational noise levels. The A38 will remain the dominant
noise source for the assessed properties in the operational phase. The Caton Junction
improvements are not anticipated to have a significant effect on operational noise levels at the
closest sensitive receptors, either as a stand alone project or in combination with the quarry
extension.
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7.

Landscape and Visual Effects

7.1.

A Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment has been undertaken to review the likely effects of
the proposed alterations to a localised section of the A38 Devon Expressway in the vicinity of the
Caton Junction near Ashburton South Devon. The assessment has considered the existing
baseline landscape condition and quality as well as the current visual amenity value and key
visual receptors (such as; residents and road users) in close proximity of the site.

7.2.

The study determined that due to the localised nature of the works and its context within an
existing dual carriageway, and the inclusion of mitigation landscape planting to offset vegetation
removal, there are unlikely to be any significant adverse effects on the existing landscape
character and resources of the surrounding area. Equally, due to the limited scale of the works
and combined with intervening vegetation, topography and the dispersed nature of visual
receptors there are only likely to be a limited number of visual receptors directly affected by the
construction and long-term operation of the scheme.

7.3.

As a result, this study concludes the proposed scheme is unlikely to have any significant
detrimental harm on the existing baseline landscape condition nor the visual amenity and views
of key receptors, that the landscape can accommodate changes of the type proposed without a
significant effect on the landscape character, resource and visual receptors within the Study
Area.

7.4.

The nearest elements of the quarry extension proposals are the closure of Alston Cross and the
subsequent construction of the overburden bunds. These works will occur later than the
improvements to Caton Cross. Given the minimal changes to the landscape arising from the
improvement works, no interrelated cumulative adverse landscape and visual effects are
assessed to occur.
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8.

Ecology

Construction
8.1.

No significant adverse effects on designated sites are predicted.

8.2.

Construction activities will result in direct permanent impacts to habitats under the footprint of the
works. These impacts are relatively small scale and in the form of minor reduction in size of larger
habitat areas rather than loss of complete habitat units. Habitats lost are predominantly of low
ecological importance, with the exception of the loss of c. 150m² of broadleaved plantation woodland
vegetation.

8.3.

Mitigation through avoidance has been employed through the careful design of the proposals, and
localised short term temporary adverse effects of construction would be minimised (in terms of
likelihood and significance) through careful control of construction activities through an industry
standard CEMP. Proposed habitat creation in the form of c.750m² of tree and shrub planting is
considered to fully mitigate for the predicted impacts to important habitats, resulting in no significant
adverse effects.

8.4.

With the mitigation measures proposed, no significant adverse effects are predicted for important
species found to be using the site (namely badgers, foraging and commuting bats and dormice) and
legislative considerations in relation to breeding birds and reptiles are also fully addressed.

Operation
8.5.

No significant operational effects on important habitats or species are predicted to occur as a result
of the operation of the junction improvement proposals. However, significant benefits at the Local
scale are predicted for dormice and foraging and commuting bats in the medium to long term.

In Combination Effects with Linhay Hill Quarry Extension
8.6.

No significant adverse in-combination effects on either Dartmoor SAC or the South Hams SAC are
predicted, with effects on the latter likely to be beneficial (though not significant) due to
complimentary planting proposals within both development sites leading to an overall strengthening
of the woodland belt along the A38 Strategic Flyway.

8.7.

No significant adverse ecological effects on Dartmoor National Park were predicted to occur from the
Linhay Hill Quarry Extension proposals. While the proposals would contribute to wider actions to
meet the stated priorities for habitats and wildlife, it is considered that given the size of the National
Park as a whole, in isolation the proposals were not likely to result in measurable beneficial changes
at the scale of the National Park and no significant effects were predicted.

8.8.

In relation to the quarry extension proposals no significant in combination effects are predicted on
other ecology receptors, including Nationally and locally designated sites, habitats and protected
species due to distance, time separation and the limited land-take of the improvement works.

8.9.

The risk of killing / injuring reptiles during Stage 1a construction period when the narrow strip of
grassland along the north-eastern edge of the existing quarry is removed was identified with
mitigation proposed (in the form of an active translocation) in Linhay Hill Quarry: Environmental
Statement – Regulation 22 Further Information: Reptile Survey Report (Woodfield Ecology, 2017).
Due to the distance of this impact from the current site (c.700m away), the isolation of habitats from
one another and the fact that these impacts will only occur at least a year after any impacts have
arisen in relation to the current site, no in-combination effects on the local reptile population are
anticipated.
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9.

Other Impacts

Drainage and Flood Risk
9.1.

The drainage and flood risk assessment included an examination of the historic contract drawings of the
A38 when first constructed in the 1970s.
Drainage

9.2.

The net change in impermeable area as a result of the works is a small increase amounting to 23.7m2.

9.3.

The existing road gullies will be repositioned to the new A38 kerb line and additional gullies will be
installed if determined to be required during detailed design to comply with DMRB design guidelines.

9.4.

Together with positive drainage to the A38, it is considered the permeable surfaced area of footpath will
attenuate surface water runoff, and further attenuation to mitigate flood risk is not required because
infiltration will occur via the permeable surface footpath and filter strip adjacent the A38 kerb, and the
existing drainage pathway downstream also enables infiltration to ground.

9.5.

For land affected but which is not directly connected to the existing drainage there is uncertainty
regarding the existing proportion of rainfall which infiltrates to the existing drainage or infiltrates to the
underlying Chercombe Bridge Limestone. That uncertainty will also exist for the proposed development,
but the expectation is that future surface water infiltrating will continue to use the existing pathways.
Flood Risk

9.6.

The application site is within Flood Zone 1 and less than one hectare so a formal flood risk assessment
is not needed. There is also no risk of flooding from a reservoir. However it is necessary to ensure there
is no increase in flood risk to vulnerable receptors away from the site.

9.7.

Land north of the A38 north west of Alston Cross lies within the Ashburton Critical Drainage Area due to
flood risk in Ashburton from the Balland Stream and River Ashburn. There is also flood risk along the
Kestor Brook from south of Goodstone to the Kestor Brook’s confluence with the River Lemon, though
the Kestor Brook’s relatively narrow valley confines the flood extent. Therefore the downstream flood risk
from the site and the development due to the small increase in the impermeable surface area has been
assessed.

9.8.

Calculations of the potential increase in run off were made taking account of relevant allowances for
potential climate change and using conservative run off values in the calculations.

9.9.

The finding is, assuming surface run off from vegetation and permeable surfacing is similar, that there
could be little apparent difference in surface water runoff compared to the existing situation, with any
difference mainly due to the potential for climate change. There is uncertainty regarding how much of the
exiting slip road drains to the underlying positive drainage or infiltrates to the Chercombe Bridge
Limestone, but regardless, the use of permeable surfaced footpath will attenuate the surface water
drainage.

9.10.

Therefore no significant effects on drainage or flood risk are predicted arising from the development,
either as a stand-alone project or in combination with the quarry extension proposals.

Land Stability
9.11.

The improvements to the off slip lane will take place entirely within the confines of the A38 highway land
and do not involve alterations to the existing slope profile on the north west side of the A38, so there is
no requirement for a new cut slope or retaining wall.

9.12.

When considered in combination with the proposals for the quarry extension, the closest feature is the
overburden bund which is to be formed within the Alston Farm field west of the highway land. That
construction is in Stage 1b, which is anticipated to take place in year 10, assuming the rate of quarry
production remains at current levels.
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9.13.

There is sufficient stand-off distance between the improvement works and the edges of the proposed
overburden bund to maintain ground stability, so there is no need to alter the position, dimensions and
design of the proposed bunds on account of the proposed improvement works to the A38 off slip lane to
Caton.

9.14.

The additional off slip area of the A38 will be connected to existing highway drainage by repositioning
the existing road gullies to the new A38 kerb line. Those gullies are connected to a French drain
(perforations uppermost) which runs under the footpath and flows south west. Some of the re-aligned
footpath will have a permeable surface with the expectation that the drained water will infiltrate via
existing pathways below the existing filter strip adjacent the kerb, below existing vegetated land where
that is to be covered by the permeable surfaced footpath. Consequently there will be no change to the
risk of land instability due to infiltrating surface water.

Heritage
9.15.

The improvements to the off slip lane involve land that was excavated in the 1970s when the A38 was
constructed. The slip road works will not involve any alteration to ground levels that have not already
been altered by the formation of the A38 which is in a cutting at this point.

9.16.

The nearest identified heritage feature to the proposed slip road improvements is a former quarry shown
on the Ordnance Survey drawing of 1809. The former quarry location is within the agricultural fields
adjacent to the A38. It is noted as being dated within the post-medieval to modern period, and there are
now no visible remains on the ground.

9.17.

The former quarry will not be directly impacted by the proposed improvements to the slip road, and no
other identified heritage features in the vicinity are likely to be affected by the slip road works. There are
therefore no significant heritage effects from the works.

9.18.

The former quarry will be covered by Bund 1a to be built as part of the wider quarry extension proposals.
However because of its low significance it is not considered in the Main ES that it would require
preservation or archaeological investigation as part of the proposed heritage mitigation. Therefore, the
heritage impact of the slip road is not altered when considered together with the quarry extension.

Air Quality and Dust
Air quality
9.19.

The alterations to the highway will not result in increases in traffic volume or type or changes to traffic
speed or other circumstances where air quality is likely to be affected as defined in DMBR Guidance.
Therefore no significant effect is considered likely to result as a result of emissions from the proposals
and no detailed assessment is required.

9.20.

When looked at in combination with the proposals in the main application, the nearest elements that
involve any of the DMRB listed circumstances are more than 200m from any of the properties at Caton,
which is the relevant distance for receptors in the DMRB Guidance on Air Quality referred to above.

9.21.

Thereafter, when the slip road is in operation, the closest element of the main proposals will be Bund 1a,
which will involve construction vehicle movements in the field immediately adjacent to the slip road. The
number of vehicles involved is significantly below the volumes listed in DMRB air quality advice, so no
cumulative impact on air quality from emissions is anticipated.

Dust
9.22.

Effects from dust during construction of the improvements are anticipated to be minimal, as the areas
affected are small and incorporate no-dig techniques. Also normal good working practices will be
employed. The ES for the quarry extension identified a moderate temporary effect from dust during the 4
months construction period for Bund 1b which will occur some ten years after construction of the
improvements.

9.23.

No dust will be generated by the slip road during its operation, and no cumulative effect from dust is
likely.
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10. Cumulative Impacts
Introduction
10.1.

The following different types of cumulative assessment have been considered:a) Assessment of effects of the Caton Cross improvements in combination with the existing
quarry, and with the quarry extension proposals.
b) Cumulation of different types of effects from the slip road scheme,
c) Assessment of the project in combination with other projects nearby.

In the ES, cumulative effects a) have been incorporated into the assessments described in the Chapters
above. The following looks at types b) and c).

Cumulative Assessment
Cumulation of different types of effects from the slip road scheme
10.2.

The table below provides a cross reference of the different types of residual effect likely to be
experienced by different sensitive receptors where they are anticipated to be potentially worsened by
being in combination, whereas alone, these are not significant, or where an adverse effect may be
balanced by a beneficial effect. The table does not show effects which are the only likely residual
effect on a receptor.

10.3.

This checklist gives an indication of what the combined effect of different individual effect would be
on each sensitive receptor thus: X = moderate adverse, x = slight or negligible adverse impact, √ =
beneficial , and indicates whether or not further mitigation is required.

Table 11.1 Cumulative impact of Improvements to Caton Cross
Construction - temporary

Operation

√

x
x

√

Habitat

x

x

Traffic

x

Land
take

Traffic

Nearest local Receptors*
* Caton Residents,
Footpath users
Road users;
More distant residents
Wider community (i.e. Ashburton and local
economy);
Water environment
Protected species/ecology.

Noise

Visual

Sensitive receptors

√

CEMP and Construction Method Statements already proposed – no further mitigation required.

In Combination with Other Relevant Projects
10.4.

The following types of projects have been considered for their likelihood to contribute to the effects on the
environment associated with the proposed extension to Linhay Hill Quarry.
•

Existing completed projects;

•

Plans or projects for which an application has been made and which are under consideration by the
consenting authorities; and
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•

Plans and projects which are reasonably foreseeable, i.e. Allocations or projects in adopted
development plans for which an application has not yet been submitted, but which are likely to progress
before completion of the development and for which sufficient

Existing completed projects
10.5.

Existing completed projects have already been taken into account as all baseline measurements include
the effects of these developments and associated activities, e.g. the A38 and traffic thereon, traffic
movements at Caton, other nearby development, etc.
Plans or projects for which an application has been made

10.6.

The websites of both Teignbridge DC and the DNPA were checked for current planning applications
within 1km of the site on 16 January 2018. Teignbridge DC website shows 2 applications for prior
approval for change of use of agricultural building to a dwelling under Permitted Development legislation.
Both prior approval sites are further from the application site than existing dwellings, so if either of these
projects proceeds, the resulting development is not considered to contribute to a cumulative impact
Within the DNPA there is no current application made that has potential to contribute towards cumulative
effects with the proposals.
Plans and projects which are reasonably foreseeable

10.7.

10.8.

The adopted Teignbridge Plan does not show any allocations which are likely to result in development
within the vicinity of the application site, or of the quarry and extension site. Plans and projects which are
reasonably foreseeable within the DNPA are the following allocations in the adopted Core Strategy and
DNPA DPD:
•

An affordable housing site of 1.1 ha in extent is identified between Roborough Gardens and Longstone
Cross in Policy ASH1.

•

A site of 3.5 ha is identified in Policy ASH2 for mixed development at Chuley Road.

Both these sites were considered in the preparation of the main ES. However they are not considered to
be likely to have cumulative or in-combination effects for the following reasons:
•

ASH1 site is more than 500m distance from the far side of the existing quarry, in a different water
catchment area and too far to have any likely cumulative impact in other respects.

•

ASH2 site is in the southern part of Ashburton. There is no direct or indirect connection between the
ASH2 site and the Caton slip road. The ASH2 site is clearly downstream of the quarry, so there is
potential downstream connection via the Balland Stream with the quarry extension. However any
potential benefit from the quarry extension in terms of flood attenuation in the Balland Stream would
be negligible here because the ASH2 site is also downstream of the Ashburn Catchment, which is
much larger than the Balland Catchment and carries much more water.
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11. Summary of Residual and Cumulative
Effects
11.1.

This chapter draws together the findings of the impacts and effects that are anticipated to arise from
the proposed improvements to the slip road at Caton Cross from the earlier chapters of the ES and
present them together as an overall assessment of the environmental implications of the proposals.

11.2.

Each identified effect has been considered for the slip road as a stand-alone project and in
combination with the proposals for the extension of Linhay Hill Quarry, and are summarised together
in the table below. Effects are adverse unless stated to be beneficial.

Table 12.1 – Summary table of the impacts of the slip road improvement as stand-alone project and
cumulative with the Linhay Hill Quarry extension proposals
Type of Impact

Importance

Magnitude of Impact

Stand-alone
Significance

Cumulative with
LHQ extension

Traffic and Access construction

Medium

Minor

Minor Dis-benefit

No change

Traffic and Access –
Caton Lane - operation

Medium

Minor

Negligible

Negligible

Minor

Negligible/No
change

Negligible/No
change

ROW and Public
transport - operation

Medium

Safety and Driver Stress

High

Moderate beneficial

Moderate
beneficial
significance

Moderate
beneficial
significance

Noise and vibration –
Construction

Medium

Minor

Slight adverse

No change

Noise – operation

High

Negligible

Slight adverse

Vibration – construction

Medium

Negligible

Slight / Neutral
adverse

Negligible

Slight adverse

Vibration- operation

High

No change
No change
No change

Landscape- construction

High

Negligible adverse

Slight / Neutral
adverse

No change

Landscape - operation

High

Negligible adverse

Slight / Neutral
adverse

No change

Visual - construction

High

Negligible adverse

Moderate
adverse

Visual -operation

High

Negligible adverse

Slightly adverse

Designated Sites construction

High

None

none

No change

Designated Sites operation

High

Negligible beneficial

Not significant

No change/
negligible
beneficial

Habitats – construction
and operation

High

Negligible

Not significant

No change

Protected and notable
fauna – badgers, bats

High

Negligible

Not significant
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Importance

Magnitude of Impact

Stand-alone
Significance

Protected and notable
fauna – badgers, bats
and dormice - operation

High

Moderate

Moderate
beneficial at
Local Scale

Other speciesconstruction and
operation

Low

Low

Not significant

No change

Drainage

Medium

Negligible

Not significant

No change

Flood Risk

High

Negligible

Not significant

No change

Land Stability

High

None

Not significant

No change

Heritage Assets

High

None

Not significant

No change

Air Quality - construction
and operation

Medium

None

Not significant

No change

Dust - construction and
operation

Medium

Negligible

Not significant

No change

Type of Impact

Cumulative with
LHQ extension

and dormice construction
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